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The Mobile space has a lot of the demands of desktop – but doesn’t have the same 
memory bandwidth or power and heat envelope.      

After all – it goes in your pocket and has no cord.   This has lead to a variety of 
innovative techniques showing up in the Mobile space.      

Some might eventually migrate to desktop and console as well,   as the power/heat 
envelope issues can start to be limiting in  that 

Space as well. 
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Bandwidth of mobile memory chips is approaching those used for PC main memory.    
However: 

The bus width used in mobile is typically only 64 bits – rather than the 128 bit wide 
commonly used for PCs 

Mobile Graphics has no separate ‘VRAM’ buffer that holds an entire frame buffer for 
rendering as high end discrete PC graphics systems do. 
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DDR bandwidth consumption is a major component of power usage during game 
scenarios.    In UI type scenarios and battery days-of-use considerations – it is even 
more dominant.   

A key to improving mobile graphics is keeping DDR bandwidth consumption down. 
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Resolutions are increasing – even faster than available memory bandwidth.    So the 
issues are getting worse. 
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GPU has a dedicated fast memory buffer called GMEM. 

The rendering surface is split up into “bins”. Bin size is determined by format 
(including Z) and render target resolution divided into the total amount of GMEM. 
The number of bins varies based on both the hardware version, the target resolution 
size, and the target display format. 

One triangle “Visibility Stream” is created per bin (we show this in detail on the next 
slide) 

Rendering pass uses visibility streams to draw only pixels that are visible in that bin 
(saving GPU cycles and power) 

All pixels for each bin are drawn into the GMEM, with a very high bandwidth that 
matches the capabilities of the GPU 

The GPU efficiently burst writes all blended pixels from GMEM as a single layer to the 
frame buffer in system memory – referred to as a “Resolve” 

Avoiding resolves is an important optimization strategy (more on this later) 
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The binning/tiling architecture uses 3 passes for rendering. 

The first pass creates the visibility streams 

The second pass renders each bin by processing the primitives/triangles in the bin 
and compositing into GMEM. 

In the third pass the GMEM values are written to the frame memory in system 
memory. 

When all bins are complete, the driver swaps buffers and starts the binning pass again 
for the next frame 
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The Black arrows indicate ‘extra’ bandwidth that could be avoided. 

“Unresolve Old Frame’  can be avoided by clears or discards 

Mid Frame Partial Resolve/Mid Frame Partial unresolved could  be avoided by a 
complete render of the Texture prior to the start of the Frame Buffer Render. 
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In the above image – it is assumed that rendering proceeds back-to-front –i.e.   
Purple Square, then Red Triangle, then Green Circle 

A conventional renderer will render all of the Purple Square – it has no knowledge 
that some of the Purple Square will be later obscured. 

But the above technique of rendering a complete Z  prior to any color provides such 
knowledge 

A tiled rendering system reduces the buffering cost of this approach. 
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Rather than doing a complete render of just the Z – this approaches uses the existing 
pipeline delay to abort processing of pixels that previously passed the Z test – 

But are discovered to be obscured while still in the pipeline. 
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Tessellation is of particular importance with the new 3.1/AEP APIs because of the 
large performance benefits that can be achieved. 

 

Tessellation Shaders 

GPU Hardware creation of additional detail from low-resolution models 

Saves memory bandwidth and footprint because the GPU is creating additional 
geometry without the need to send anything through the bus to the GPU. 

Provides ability to render very smooth and high detailed scenes. 
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Bandwidth savings associated with Tesselation is not universal for tiling architectures.     
The most bandwidth savings requires a trade-off with processor/tessellation cycles –  

i.e. duplicate tessellation to avoid extra vertex bandwidth. 
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Texture compression techniques have gotten better.     Most mobile HW is optimized 
for compressed textures – so no reason not to use them whenever possible. 
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This is a compression technique that is used ‘under-the-covers’.     Pure Bandwidth 
(not memory space) compression.       

By enabling the Display to understand this format as well --  bandwidth is saved both 
on write and display of the frame buffer. 
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